Abstract-
INTRODUCTION
Franz Kafka was a German novelist of the 20 th century, popular for the chef d`oeuvre, "The Metamorphosis". His best known works include "Die verwandlung"(the Metamorphosis), "Der process" (The Trial), and"Das schloss" (The Castle).these works have notwithstanding have given birth to the term 'Kafkaesque 'to render situations like those of his writing. He has been expounded as probing the themes of guilt, existential anxiety, and absurdity. The Metamorphosis is read as a`la mode of 20 th century literature, originally written in German(Die Verwandlung) by Franz Kafka. At the surface level this is an improbable tale of a travelling salesman who finds himself transformed into an insect. The novella has been disentangled at multiple levels, focussing primarily on GregorSamsa who wakes one morning to find himself unaccountably transformed into anungeheuresungeziefer, a monstrous vermin, ungeziefer being a general term for unwanted and unclean animals , and battling with this agitating figure to survive. Kafka asks the reader to suspend reality and accept a large distortion through his turning of GregorSamsa into a vermin. His transformation has become a cynosure of everyone's eye that read him and has been interpreted at different levels and thus becoming a kaleidoscopic read for the present scholars of literature. The design of the paper is to divulge Kafka's magnum opus through the materialistic philosophy of Karl Marx (1818 Marx ( -1883 and Friedrich Engels (1820-18950).the paper purports to highlight the literary genre in terms of the social period which produced it. The students and researchers who want to conduct research in the genre can harness this study as a frame of reference.
II. SOME BASIC TENETS OF THE CREDO OF MARXIS M
Marxism is a materialist philosophy that aims to explain things without assuming the existence of a world, or of forces, beyond the natural world around us, and the society we live in.it looks for concrete, scientific, logical explanations of the world of the observed fact. (Its opposite is idealist philosophy, which doesn't believe in the existence of a spiritual 'world elsewhere). The purpose of Marxism is to bring a classless society based on the common ownership of the means of production, distribution and exchange. The tradition of, Marxist thought has however provided the most powerful critique of capitalist institutions and ethics ever conducted. Its founder is the German political, economic and philosophical theorist and revolutionist Karl Heinrich Marx. The other important figure related to Marxism was Friedrich Engels, whose importance lies in his collaboration with Marx to produce a critique of capitalist society based on a materialist conception of history. His most popular work in the field of Marxism is "The condition of working class in England" published in 1845.in the book, he contends that the degraded conditions of the English proletariat, generated by their industrial exploitation, and would eventually mould it into a revolutionary political force. The concern would be discussed later in relation to Kafka Ideology is a system (possessing its logic and proper rigour) of representations (images, myths, ideas or concepts according to the case) endowed with an existence and an historical role at the heart of a given society. Proletariat: the labouring class, especially the class of industrial workers who lack their own means of production and hence sell their labour to live. The proletariat is the lowest social or economic class of a community and therefore a thing of disdain and jeer. Bourgeois: marked by a concern for material interests and respectability and a tendency towards mediocrity. This class is dominated by commercial and material interests. Mechanical materialism: according to this view ordinary happens of life are directly related to prevailing social force.as mere products o society, people seem to live a life of bondage in their surroundings. Also individuals are considered slaves to the instincts and, therefore, react to the circumstances on the basis of knowledge gained through senses. Necessity: this refers to the constraints of social environment which have to be accepted as what Marx calls 'conditions of existence'. The more we know about the world of necessity, the better will our chances be of overcoming or changing it. Misappropriation: it indicates the unjust nature of surplus distribution under which socially produced surplus is wrongly snatched away by the individual entrepreneur. Under this arrangement, the actual producer, the factory worker, merely gets his wages, not a share in the produce. Essence: an important Marxist concept wrongly interpreted as abstracted truth. Essence should be seen the significant idea or aspect that evolves centrally through the interplay of happenings of life, as for instance 'class essence' of a social event.
Analysing 'The metamorphosis' in the light of Marxism Kafka's 'the metamorphosis' though blatantly appears to be just a vanilla for plain minds, just a simple tale of a travelling salesman transforming into a giant insect, but beneath the iceberg, lies a vast mass of interpretations. The tale has been unravelled at multiple levels by the enormous students and scholars of English literature. Nonetheless, the book couldn't help itself to conceal the overtones of the philosophy of Marxism. These underlying connotations can't be unmasked without a trenchant and profound analysis into the character of its protagonist, George Samsa. However by employing the Marxist approach, the novella unveils an overreaching metaphor that provides the farfetched story a proficient pertinence to the structure to the society that the Marxists aim to expound. George samsa, the central figure and the protagonist isn't only a character who provides an improbable story, but he is a representative of a labouring class, devoid of the means of production and thus signifies a proletariat (a term employed by the Marxists for the lowest economic and social class).George samsa is the victim of the highest social and economic wrath who had to survive under a wretched policies. He becomes an object of disdain in the hands of the Machiavellian scheme. His manager under whose command he works can be seen as the representative of the bourgeois. After the wretched metamorphosis of George Samsa, there arises an acute discordance and turns into a severe conflict and that doesn't undermine the authority of the bourgeois, but only renders Samsa unemployed and thus gesturing towards the impersonal and dehumanizing structure of class relations.in one of the conversations between the manager and George Samsa, the vulnerability of the uneconomical class is evident when Samsa utters; "Mr. However, after getting acquaintance about the proletariat in the Marxist approach through the character and role of the protagonist, George Samsa, it is essential to know about the bourgeois (term used by the Marxists for the modern capitalists). George Samsa's manager is the representative of the bourgeois, or "the class of modern capitalists" owners of the means of and employers of the wage-labour production" .the Manager whose name isn't revealed, appear as an unspecified is described as onerous, insensitive and impersonal.it is an admitted fact as well as an established reality that Kafka's attempt to keep him anonymous signifies his lack of humanity.in the novella, George Samsa enunciates that the manager;" Sits on the desk and talks down from the heights to the employees" The manager feigns to be superior to the workers ,because of his refined and advanced economic berth. His only cynosure of eyes is the production of his workers.in the novella, when George Samsa is few hours late in getting to work after five years of being on time every day, the manager travels to his house to personally reprimand him. Because, as a component of the bourgeois, the manager doesn't possess any labour of his own to perform. He is a handicapped member of the bourgeois who can't move and work by his own. The chief strife and discordance in the novel is therefore the transformation of George samsa into a "monstrous vermin" that serves as a metaphor for any type of impairment that renders the worker unable to work. The specific characteristics of George Samsa's insect form are relatively unimportant to the understanding of the class struggle that is taking place. Because of this, the narrator's description of the bug is rather vague. Instead what the story focuses on is the way in which Georger's value a labourer diminishes when he is unable to work. What the story mainly focuses is on is the way in which Georger's worth as a labourer declines swiftly when he is unable to work.as soon as his value wafts away, his manager as well as his family and even his own vestigial life abandon him and leave him into a very lugubrious and eremite quarantine death. In the novel, it is clear that George Samsa at the first instant was callously marooned by his Manager, who is the representative of the bourgeois. According to Marx and Engels, the bourgeoisie; "has resolved personal worth into exchange value, and in place of the numberless and indefeasible charted freedoms, has set up that single, unconscionable freedomfree trade .in one word, for exploitation , veiled by religious and political illusions, naked, shameless, direct, brutal exploitation". As soon as the manager saw that Gregor in his transformed state, he fled the house and never returned or sent any word to the family. An obvious interpretation of this is that he was afraid of the insect form Gregor had taken. But, in relation to the metaphor of the story, his realization that Gregor was unable to work caused him to calculate that the Gregor no longer had any value and therefore he abandoned him. To the bourgeoisie, the worker is worth nothing more than his labour. Therefore, without any labour to offer, Gregor was worthless and expendable. 
